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APPLICATION: 

Healthcare Seating Furniture / SENCHA Collection



SENCHA

Just as the tea it refers to, the Sencha collection 
is meant to be soothing and comforting.

Specially designed to meet the current needs of 
the healthcare market, Sencha offers a complete 
line of products that distinguish themselves by 
their superior quality and pleasing aesthetics.

Sencha offers patient chairs and patient rockers. Designed to provide a maximum of comfort, 

the patient chairs are available in two backrest heights and come with an optional ottoman.  

Patient and rocker chairs are also offered with fully upholstered armrests.
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Convenience, comfort and style… The Sencha sleeper offers it all. With the sleeper’s quick and easy 

fold-down backrest feature, it offers the possibility for a visitor to stay the night. Choose to add 

drawers with a soft-close mechanism to maximize storage space. Finally, customize the sleeper 

to the healthcare environment by choosing Corian armcaps and a dual upholstery combination.
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Stylish Sencha chairs and tables make for a comfortable and airy waiting area.

SOOTHING AND  
COMFORTING



1 888 522-2773 
www.groupelacasse.com
SENCHA COLLECTION BY PATRICIAN, A GROUPE LACASSE BRAND 

FEATURES OPTIONS WOOD FINISHES

W1 - Bourbon Cherry W2 - Cherry W3 - Shadow Oak W4 - Natural W5 - Sakura

 Field-replaceable components

 Easy clean-out space at the back

 Wall-saver leg design

  5 antimicrobial beech wood 

finishes

 Solid steel underseat construction

 Tandem configurations

 Bariatric versions

 Corian armcaps

 Upholstered armrests

 Side tables

 Dual upholstery application

Upholstered armrests available 

on patient and rocker chairs

Clean-out spaceWall-saver legs on guest and 

bariatric chairs

Optional Corian armcaps
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To learn more about Groupe Lacasse healthcare furniture solutions, visit: www.groupelacasse.com


